
The storage power plants
of AHP in Carinthia

Electricity from the south of the Hohen Tauern.
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(with more than 5 MW capacity)

Run-of-river power plant

Storage power plant

Jointly-operated power plant

Jointly-operated power plant under construction

Storage power plant under construction adv. plant

AHP Hydro-Power Plants, as of 30.09.2007

VERBUND-Austrian Hydro Power AG (AHP) is a
subsidiary of Verbund with headquarters in
Vienna. AHP now embraces the hydropower
plants of the former Donaukraft, Draukraft
and Tauernkraft as well as those of Steweag
and Steg. AHP has approx. 1,050 employees
and erects, operates and maintains power
plants. With its 90 hydropower plants in seven
provinces AHP generates approx. 22,800 million
kilowatt-hours of electrical energy (1GWh =
1 million kilowatt-hours) with a turbine out-
put in excess of 6,150 MW (1 MW = 1,000 kilo-
watts).

VERBUND-Austrian Hydro Power AG

Power plants in seven provinces

AHP is by far the largest producer of environ-
mentally friendly electricity from hydropower
in Austria. 

AHP uses its power plants to ensure that
Verbund and its customers always have access
to the eco-product “Austrian Hydro Power”.
“Austrian Hydro Power” is a clean energy
generated from 100 % hydropower and bears
the TUeV quality seal.

Cover photo: Kölnbrein reservoir

The power plants of AHP

Legend:

SC Standard capacity (average annual generation from natural inflows)
MW megawatt (= 1,000 kilowatts)
GWh Gigawatt-hour (= 1 million kilowatt-hours)
L Run-of-river power plant
S Storage power plant
PS Annual pumped storage power plant
1) thereof 11 threshold power plants with a total output of 641 MW
2) thereof 6 pumped storage power plants with a combined

pump output of 1,182 MW
3) includes 36 plants up to 10 MW in accordance with

the Eco-Electricity Act

As of: 30. 09. 2007

Number Output in MW SC in GWh
Run-of-river-plants 1) 69 3,308 18,269
Storage power plants 2) 21 2,850 4,516

Total hydropower 3) 90 6,158 22,785

Projects under constructions:

Limberg II, (PS), plant commissioning 2011/2012
Aschach, unit modification (L), plant commissioning 2010
Werfen/Pfarrwerfen, (L), plant commissioning 2009
Hieflau, expansion project, (S), plant commissioning 2010

Projects:
Reisseck II, (PS), plant commissioning 2014
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Projects involving the construction of storage
power plants on the southern slopes of the
Hohen Tauern and the Reisseck lake plateau
have been implemented since before the First
World War. Such projects resulted in the erec-
tion of the »Reisseck/Kreuzeck power plants«
and the »Malta power plants«. In a first step,
the small power plant Mühldorf  was built bet-
ween 1922 and 1924 to supply electricity for
the construction of the storage power plants
Reisseck/Kreuzeck. 

At the end of the Second World War, new
expansion plans for the storage power plants
Reisseck/Kreuzeck were drawn up by Kärntner
Elektrizitäts-Aktiengesellschaft. Soon after-
wards, the construction of the extensive power
plant group commenced on the basis of new
criteria. Difficulties during the construction
phase culminated in the sale of the new con-
struction sites in September 1948 to Österrei-
chische Draukraftwerke AG (now AHP), a spe-
cial company of Verbund which was newly
founded in accordance with the 2nd Natio-
nalization Act. Following alterations to the
project, construction of the power plants
recommenced on a step-by-step basis until
final completion in 1961.

The preparation phase for the Malta project,
during which various versions were contem-
plated, also extended over a number of deca-
des. Back in the 30’s, AEG, and later Alpen-
Elektrowerke AG, examined the utilization 
possibilities of the waters discharged from 
the Malta valley. Studies in this area were
commenced by Österreichische Draukraftwerke
AG at the beginning of the 50’s. These studies
formed the basis for a fully-developed project
that focused on the utilization of the waters of
Malta River Valley and the Göss torrents in 
a three-stage power plant group. Construction
commenced in 1971. The »Malta power plants«
were fully commissioned in 1978 after a 
construction period of 7 years. 

The storage power plants of AHP in Carinthia

The power plants of AHP in Carinthia

The power plants of the Malta/Reisseck Power Plant Group

Power Plant Type River region1) Year of commissioning BC / MW SC / GWh

Malta-upper stage PS Malta 1977 120.0 76.0

Malta-main stage PS Malta und Lieser 1977 730.0 715.0

Malta-lower stage L/S Möll 1977 41.01) 120.01)

Total Malta  Storage Power Plants 891.0 911.0

Reisseck annual storage power plant PS 1961 67.5 73.0

Reisseck daily storage power plant S 1950 23.2 62.0

Kreuzeck daily storage power plant S 1958 45.0 163.0

Niklai intermediate power plant L 1958 1.6 7.0

Mühldorf L Mühldorfer Seebach 1925 0.6 2.2 

Steinfeld L Grabach 1963 0.2 0.6

Kolbnitz L Kolbnitz 2005 0.03 0.3

Total Reisseck/Kreuzeck 138.1 307.8 
Storage Power Plants

Total Malta/Reisseck Power Plant Group 1,029.1 1,218.8

1) output incl. house unit
BC Bottleneck capacity
SC Standard capacity 

(average annual output from natural inflows) 

Grosser u. Kleiner
Mühldorfer See, Radl-,

Kessele-, Quarz-,
Hochalmsee

Rieken-, Zwenberg-
Mühldorfer Bach

Teuchl-, Seebach, Niklai-,
Gra-, Gnoppnitzbach 

Gnoppnitz-, Gra-,
Niklaibach

PS Annual pumped storage power plant
S Storage power plant
L/S Run-of-river (Pontage power plant)
L Run-of-river power plant
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Studies focusing on water and energy potential
quickly revealed that the inner Malta valley has
one of the highest precipitation levels in
Carinthia. The catchment area is extensively 
glaciated and therefore offers valuable water
reserves during the dry summer months. This
water supply is used by modern storage power
plants to generate electricity.

The Malta storage power plants comprise: 
�  Malta power plant-upper stage with 

Kölnbrein annual storage reservoir, 
� Malta power plant-main stage with 

Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir and 
Gösskar equalizing reservoir as well as, 

�  Malta power plant-lower stage

The three-stage power plant group, which was
constructed between 1971 and 1978, is still one
of the most efficient storage power plant groups
in Austria. 

Malta storage power plant

General data

Kölnbrein reservoir and Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir (left)  

Power Plant Malta-upper stage Malta-main stage Malta-lower stage

Power plant type PS PS L/S

Commissioned 1977 1977 1977

Catchment area 51.3 km2 77.3 km2 1,104.5 km2

Nominal capactiy: Generating mode 120,000 kW 730,000 kW  41,000 kW 1)

Pumping mode 116,000 kW 290,000 kW

Production in a normal year 2) 76.0 GWh 715.0 GWh 120.0 GWh 1)

Mean gross head 198.0 m 1,106.0 m 45.0 m

Reservoir

Power plant Malta-upper stage Malta-main stage Malta-lower stage

Reservoir Kölnbrein Galgenbichl    Gösskar Rottau

Reservoir type Annual storage Prestorage      Equalizing reservoir Equalizing basin 

Max. operating level 1,902.0 m 1,704.0 m        1,704.0 m 598.0 m

Min. operating level 1,750.0 m 1,680.0 m       1,680.0 m 596.5 m

Live storage 200.0 Mio. m3 4.4 Mio. m3          1.8 Mio m3 0.5 Mio m3

Energy capability 3) 588.3 GWh 11.44 GWh      4.68 GWh 0.051 GWh

1) output incl. house unit   2) from natural inflows   3) refers to Malta-upper stage

Malta Storage Power Plants
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Panoramic view of the Malta storage power plants
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In times of low demand on the interconnected
Austrian grid or when there is a danger of floo-
ding, the pumped-storage power plants Malta-
upper stage and Malta-main stage can pump
water from the Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir
and Gösskar equalizing reservoir or Rottau equa-
lizing basin to the higher lying annual storage
reservoir Kölnbrein. The Malta storage power
plants have an output of 891,000 kW with an
additional 406,000 kW from the storage pumps
in the Galgenbichl and Rottau power stations
and use natural inflows to generate more than
900 million kWh of valuable electricity each year
from environmentally friendly hydropower. All
power plants are automated and are monitored
and operated remotely from the Rottau control
center.

Longitudinal section of the Malta storage power plants

One of the numerous stream catchments 
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Malta power plant-upper stage 
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Diagrammatic view of Malta power plant-upper stage

Kölnbrein reservoir and dam

Kölnbrein reservoir
The maximum storage level of the Kölnbrein
annual storage reservoir with a net storage of
200 million m3 lies at a height of 1,902. The
Kölnbrein Dam, a double-curved arch gravity
dam, is the closing structure of the reservoir.
Reaching a height of 200 m, this is not only the
highest dam in Austria but also one of the 
highest arch dams in Europe. The reservoir is
dimensioned in such a way that it can be filled to
49 % with natural inflows in the summer
months. The remainder is filled primarily through
pump operation.

When damming up the reservoir in 1978, it was
noticed that leakage water losses and water
uplift on the contact surface of the reservoir rea-
ched an unexpectedly high level. As sealing mea-
sures in the form of an injection screen and a sill
on the face of the dam did not meet the project
requirements, a supporting arch was constructed
on the downstream side of the dam between
1989 and 1992. This supporting structure, which
reaches a height of 70 meters and supports the
highest dam blocks, was dimensioned as an arch
gravity damn. When the reservoir is full, this con-
crete arch supports the dam and absorbs 
22 % of the total pressure that is exerted on the
dam by the retained water. The support force is
transferred from the dam to the supporting arch
via 613 bearing elements which are integrated
along nine bearing horizontals. Each of these
bearing elements is made up of steel wedge and
a neoprene bearing that is reinforced with steel
plate. The supporting arch was subsequently
covered with stone and earth and planted with
greenery thus ensuring that is optimally inte-
grated into the mountainous landscape. The
Kölnbrein reservoir has now been fully operatio-
nal since 1993.

The dam and the base are monitored by approx.
2,500 measuring instruments most of which are
installed in the service passages inside the dam,
in the base passage along the contact surface
and in the vertical shafts.

Works water conductor system
at Malta-upper stage
The Kölnbrein tunnel, which extends over a
length of 2.6 km, was created in the traditional
manner through drilling and blasting. It has a
constant gradient of 3.4 % to 4.0 % and is 

created in such a way that the internal pressure 
in the shuttered concrete sections is fully 
absorbed by the surrounding rock. The Kölnbrein 
tunnel is connected to the pump turbines in 
the Galgenbichl power station via the
distribution line.   
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General plan of Kölnbrein Dam

Dam construction

Reservoir Kölnbrein

Dam Kölnbrein

Type double curvature arch dam with
downstream supporting structure

Dam height 200.0 m

Crest length  626.0 m

Crest width 7.6 m

Max. base width 41.0 m

Concrete volume
Dam 1,580,000 m3

Supporting structure 460,000 m3

Head Race System 

Kölnbrein tunnel Length 2,566 m

Internal dia. 4.7 - 4.4 m

Max. flow 76 m3/s

Inclination 3.4 - 4.0 %

Tail water tunnel Length 192.0 m

Internal dia. 5.0 m
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Drainage tunnel

Machine hall

Pump inlet

Turbine outlet

Motor generator

Tail water
manifold

Head water
manifold

M.a.s.l.0 1 2 3 4 5 10m

Isogyre pumping turbine
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Main
transformer

Spherical valve

Throttle valve

1,667.0

1,685.8

Cross-section of Galgenbichl power plant

Galgenbichl power station
Galgenbichl power station is located at the foot
of the Galgenbichl rockfill dam on the downstre-
am side. Two machine units with a vertical shaft
and a combined nominal output of 120 MW are
installed at the power house. Each of the units
comprises a pump turbine and a pole-changing
motor generator. The two »Isogyre machines«
have two separate wheels on one shaft for pump
and turbine operation. These wheels rotate in the
same direction during turbine and pump opera-
tion. When in pump operation, the electricity
that is generated is transported via a 11O kV
overhead line to the outdoor switchyard at
Rottau power station. 

Galgenbichl power plant with prestorage reservoir; Kölnbrein dam in the background

Technical data:
Machines

Turbines and storage pumps

Number 2

Type Francis pump turbines (Isogyre)

Position of shaft vertical

Nominal output Generating mode 62,800 kW
Pumping mode 58,000 kW

Nominal flow Generating mode 35 m3/s

Flow Pumping mode 38 m3/s

Nominal speed 375/500 rpm

Turbinerunner dia. 2.0 m

Pumpimpeller dia. 2.60 m

Motor generators

Number 2

Rated power 70,000 kVA

Rated voltage 8.8 kV
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Safety butterfly valve in the Kölnbrein pressure tunnel

Kölnbrein reservoir and dam - state of the art technology in a magnificent natural setting



Technical data:

Dam construction

Reservoir Galgenbichl Gösskar

Dam Gravity dam Rockfill dam with Rockfill dam with 
asphaltic-concrete asphaltic-concrete 
surface surface

Dam height 15.0 m 50.0 m 55.0 m

Crest length 85.0 m 115.0 m 260.0 m

Crest width 2.5 m 5.0 m 5.0 m

Max. base width 10.0 m 160.0 m 175.0 m

Concrete volume 6,500 m3 175,000 m3 520,000 m3
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Malta power plant-main stage

Diagrammatic view of Malta power plant-main stage
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Gösskar equalizing basin

Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir
and Gösskar equalizing reservoir
Malta power plant-upper stage takes its works
water from the communicating double reservoir
system Galgenbichl-Gösskar. The maximum stora-
ge level of both reservoirs with a total net storage
of approx. 6.2 million m3 lies at a height of 1,704 m.

Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir is used for the
intermediate storage of the waters from the
diversion lines and also serves as an equalizing
basin during turbine operation at Galgenbichl
power station. The water can be pumped from
this reservoir to the Kölnbrein annual storage
reservoir which lies 200 m higher and stored or
transported to Rottau power station via the
works water channel where it is used to genera-
te peak electricity. Two dam constructions close
the Galgenbichl prestorage reservoir on the
downstream side: a 50 m-high gravel-filled dam
with asphalt concrete surface sealing and 
a 15 m-high arch gravity dam.
In addition to harnessing the Göss torrents, the
Gösskar equalizing reservoir is used to reduce
flow height losses. The Gösskar dam, a 55 m-high
gravel-filled dam with asphalt concrete surface
sealing, is the closing structure of the Gösskar
equalizing basin. The reservoir is connected to
the pressure tunnel of Malta power plant-main
stage via a tunnel with a length of 180 m and 
a diameter of 4.0 m. 

Works water conductor system 
at Malta-main stage
The works water conductor system extends over
a length of 23 km and comprises the Malta, Göss,
Hattelberg and Burgstall tunnel system (over 21
km in length) and the pressure line which is
approx. 1.8 km in length. The tunnels were built
in the traditional manner through drilling and
blasting. Due to the favorable geological condi-
tions, most of the tunnel was completed with 
a concrete lining. Steel plating was only necessary
over relatively short sections. At the Burgstall
apparatus chamber at the end of the Burgstall
tunnel, the steel plating branches via forked pipe
into the exposed two-strand pressure pipe which
runs to Rottau power station.

Rottau power station
Four machine units with a vertical shaft  and 
a combined nominal output of 730 MW are
installed at Rottau power station in the Möll 

Technical data:

valley. Machine units 1 and 4 each comprise 
a six-jet Pelton turbine and a generator. Machine
units 2 and 3, which are located inside the sta-
tion, also have a four-stage storage pump, 
a hydraulic transformer and a motor generator
instead of a generator. The generated energy is
raised to 220,000 volts in the main transformers
and transported directly to the outdoor switch-
yard beside the power station.  

Head Race System

Pressure tunnel

Malta tunnel Length 9,350 m

Internal dia. 4.9 m

Max. flow 80 m3/s

Gösskar intermediate tunnel Length 518 m

Internal dia. 4.0 m

Max. flow 80 m3/s

Göss- and Hattelberg tunnel Length 9,765 m

Internal dia. 4.9 - 4.7 m

Max. flow 80 m3/s

2-chamber surge tank with throttle

Burgstall tunnel: Inclined section Length 196 m

Inclination 100 %

Internal dia. 4.0 m

Horizontal section Length 1,072 m

Internal dia. 4.0 m

Pressure shaft

Penstock (2 pressure pipes) Length 1.843 m

Max. Inclination 81 %

Internal dia. 2.6 - 2.5 m

Wall thickness 15 - 64 mm

Max. flow 2 x 40 m3/s
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Rottau power station
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Cross-section of Rottau power station

Technical data:
Machines

Rottau power station, machine hall

Turbines

Number 4

Type Pelton turbine, six-jet

Position of shaft vertical

Nominal output 182,500 kW

Nominal flow 20 m3/s

Nominal speed 500 rpm

Runner dia. 3.31 m

Generators and Motor generators

Number 2/2

Rated power 220,000 kVA

Rated voltage 13.8 kV ± 7.5 %

Storage pumps

Number 2

Type Radial, single-flow, 4-stage

Position of shaft vertical

Nominal output 145,000 kW

Flow 11.6 m3/s

Start-up 
device/coupling hydraulic torque converter 

Rottau equalizing basin
The Möll is dammed up at the weir system at the
base of the valley in Rottau and forms an equa-
lizing basin that extends over a length of almost
two kilometers and looks like a natural lake. It is
used to compensate for turbine operation at
Rottau power station and also serves as a tap-
ping basin for the storage pumps.

Pressure pipe at Malta-main stage
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Malta power plant-lower stage

Malta-lower stage is the third stage of the Malta
storage power plant. It has a cross head of 45
meters and uses the downstream waters of Malta
power plant-main stage and the waters of the
Möll. The lower stage power plant is also remo-
tely controlled from the control center in Malta
power plant-main stage.

Rottau weir system
The weir system forms the closing structure for
the Rottau equalizing basin. Each of the gates,
which are 15 meters wide and 13.7 meters high,
is equipped with radial gates and weir flaps. 
A propeller turbine with an output of 630 kW is
integrated into the separating columns between
the inlet structure for the weir and upstream
water channel. The minimum discharge amount
of 5 m3/s is used to generate electricity. The weir
system is built on heterogeneously structured
blockwork of the Möll valley which is filled with
fine sand. A subterraneous curtain was built
down to a depth of 20 m below the intake sill to
seal the base. 

Technical data:

Rottau equalizing basin with weir system and upstream channel; to the right in photo: Rottau
power station 

Upstream channel
The base of the inlet channel is located 7 meters
above the weir sill to protect against drift. The
intake of drift is also prevented by a  50 m baffle
wall. The cross section of the Rottau inlet struc-
ture is designed to handle the maximum flow of
Malta power plant-lower stage.
The upstream channel, which runs over a length
of  approx. 2.5 km, serves as a works water con-
ductor system from Rottau equalizing basin to
the Sachsenweg tunnel. Many sections of the
channel are recessed and, along some sections, 
a rockfill dam is located on the valley side of the
channel. A single layer of asphalt concrete was
used to seal the trapezoid cross section.

Diagrammatic view of Malta-lower stage

Sachsenweg tunnel
The Sachsenweg tunnel, which connects the Möll
and Drau valleys, is approx. 1.7 km in length. It is
connected to the upstream channel and ends at
Möllbrücke power station.
The works water tunnel has an inner diameter of
6.6 m and is lined with concrete. The end of the
tunnel is amour-plated over a length of 72 m.

Head Race System

Weir plant

2 weir openings with a clearence of 15 m each; 

radial gate with topcrest flaps; 

crest hight 13.7 m

Head water Channel

Max. flow 110.0 m3/s

Lenght 2,525 m

Excavation 1.15 Mio m3

Dam volume 650,000 m3

Asphaltic-concrete surface  90,000 m2

Sachsenweg tunnel

Lenght 1,732.5 m

Max. flow 110.0 m3/s  

Internal dia.  6.6 m

Rottau weir system with overflow
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Möllbrücke power station

0 5 10 20 m

548.50

Kaplan turbine

Machine hall

Throttle valve

ÖBB rail bridgeStoplog

560.05

549.10

M.a.s.l.

Generator

Sachsenweg
Tunnel

Cross-section of Möllbrücke power station 

Möllbrücke power station
Two machine units with a vertical shaft and 
a combined nominal output of 40,000 kW are
installed in the power station. Each of the machi-
ne units has a Kaplan turbine and a synchronous
generator. The power station and the 110 kV
switchyard are located on the left bank of the
Drau near the town of Möllbrücke. The water
that is used to generate electricity is transported
to the Drau via a 110 m-long, open  downstream
channel. 

Technical data:
Machines 

Turbines

Number 2

Type Kaplan turbine

Position of shaft vertical

Nominal output 21,450 kW

Nominal flow 55.0 m3/s

Nominal speed 300 rpm

Runner dia. 2.8 m

Generators

Number 2 

Rated power 27,000 kVA

Rated voltage 10.5 kV ± 7.5 %

Residual water turbine

Type Propeller turbine with 
horizontal shaft

Nominal output 630 kW

Gross head 14.0 m

Möllbrücke power station, machine hall
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Reisseck-Kreuzeck storage power plants

Projects that focused on the efficient utilization
of the corries that are located 2,300 meters
above sea level in the Reisseck region were 
already created in the period before the First
World War. Right from the beginning, such pro-
jects envisaged a multi-stage processing of the
inflows from the lake plateau down to the Möll
Valley. In a first step, Mühldorf power plant was
built between 1922 and 1924 with an output 
of 600 kW. At that time, the plant served to 
provide electricity for the construction of the
Reisseck-Kreuzeck storage power plants.

The power plant group, which was fully comple-
ted in 1962, has a turbine output of 138,100 kW
and a pump output of 18,600 kW. Annual gene-
ration totals approx. 308 million kWh. All seven
machine units are installed in the joint power
station of Kolbnitz. 

Kolbnitz Powerhouse
138,200 kW

Switchyard

Grosser Mühldorfer See
Max. operating level 2,319 m.
Live storage 7.8 mil. m3

B 106  Mölltal road

Schoberboden
Valve Chamber

Penstock
Inner dia. = 1.35 - 0.95 m
Length = 4,234.5 m

Machine hall

generating m
ode

pum
ping m

ode

to Spittal

to Obervellach, Mallnitz

Kleiner Mühldorfer See
Max. operating level 2,379 m
Live storage 2.77 mil. m3

Hochalmsee
Max. operating level 2,379 m
Live storage 4.11 mil. m3

Radlsee
Max. operating level 2,399 m.a.s.l.
Live storage 2.47 mil. m3

Möll

Austrian rail Salzburg – Villach

to Spittal

to Mallnitz

Riek
enbach

Gondelwiese Reservoir
Max operating level 1,288.5 m
Live storage 0.04 mil. m3

Mühldorfer Bach

Surge tank

Rosswiese penstock
Inner dia. = 1.8 - 1.35 m
Length = 1,546 m

pumping mode

Reisseck
2,965m

Reisseck
Mountain Restaurant  Hotel

Hohe Leier
2,774m

Schoberspitze
2,573m

Valley terminal

Hattelberg Pumping Station
18,600 kW

Kolbnitz
613 m

Reisseck
funicular railway

Reisseck
alpine railway

Hattelberg

Schoberboden
2,391.50 m

Collecting work
1,286 m

Annual Storage Power Plant Reisseck
Catchment area 7.6 km2

Mean gross head 1,772.5 m

Reisseck Daily Storage Power Plant
Catchment area 41.1 km2

Mean gross head 678.5 m

Collecting work
1,290 m

Kreuzeck Daily Storage Power Plant
Catchment area 114.7 km2

4,5 m3/s5 m3/s

Workshops

Zwenberg
er

Ba
ch

Collecting work

Oberer
Zwenberger See

Unterer
Zwenberger See

Length 1881m

9 m3/s

Kolbnitz Rail Station

Möll

Kesselesee
Quarzsee

1,303 m

Rosswiese Reservoir
Max. operating level 1,194 m
Live storage 0.2 mil. m3

Teuchlbach

Niklaibach

Niklai Power Plant
2 Power units  1,600 kW
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terminal

Diagrammatic view ofReisseck/Kreuzeck storage power plants

General data

Power Plant JSW Reisseck TSW Reisseck TSW Kreuzeck Niklai Mühldorf Steinfeld Kolbnitz

Power plant type PS S S L L L L 

Commissioned 1957 1950 1958 1959 1924 1962 2005

Catchment area 7.6 km2 41.1 km2 114.7 km2 64.2  km2

Nominal capactiy: Generating mode 67,500 kW 28,580 kW 45,000 kW 1,635 kW 900 kW 132 kW 30 kW 
Pumping mode 18,600 kW

Production in a normal year1) 73.0 GWh 62.0 GWh 163.0 GWh 7.0 GWh 2.2 GWh 0.6 GWh 0.3 GWh

Mean gross head 1,772.5 m 678.5 m 587.5 m 56.9 m 81.0 m 57.0 m 473.9 m

Reservoir

Power plant JSW Reisseck TSW Reisseck TSW Kreuzeck

Reservoir 4 Storage reservoirs Gondelwiese Rosswiese

Reservoir type Annual storage Daily storage Daily storage

Max. operating level 2,319.0 m - 2,399.0 m 1,288.5 m 1,194.0 m

Min. operating level 2,255.0 m - 2,354.0 m 1,280.5 m 1,180 m

Live storage 17.15 Mio. m3 0.04  Mio. m3 0.20 Mio. m3

Energy capability 68.6 GWh 0.06 GWh 0.27 GWh

1)  from natural inflows         JSW   JAnnual storage power plant         TSW   Daily storage power plant         PS   Annual pumped storage power plant         S   Storage power plant         L   Run-of-river power plant

1,288.50
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Hydraulic system of Resseck/Kreuzeck storage power plants
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Small and large Mühldorf lake

Kolbnitz power stationPressure pipe and Reisseck railway

The power plant group essentially comprises:

� Reisseck annual storage power plant with
the corries in the Reisseck region, Hattelberg
pump station and the three machine units
in Kolbnitz power station. 

� Reisseck daily storage power plant with
Gondelwiese daily storage reservoir and
two machine units in Kolbnitz power sta-
tion.

� Kreuzeck daily storage power plant with
Rosswiese daily storage reservoir and two
machine units in Kolbnitz power station as
well as the Niklai buffer storage plant.

� The small power plants of Mühldorf and
Steinfeld.

All power plants are automated and are monito-
red and operated remotely from the Malta con-
trol center. The electrical energy that is genera-
ted is transported via the 110 kV outdoor switch-
yard to the Verbund and Austrian grid.



M.a.s.l.0 5 10m

Max. operating level
2,319.00

Inspection
shaft

Inspection shaft

2,300.00

2,300.00

1: 0.661:
 0

.0
2

2,283.70

2,280.00

Natural lake level

Theoretical dam base

2,320.00

Bottom gallery
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Grosser Mühldorfer See, cross-section through the dam 
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Reisseck annual storage power plant

Reisseck annual storage power plant forms the
core of the three-stage power plant group.
Natural corries on the lake plateau of the Reisseck
massif are used to store the water. Barrage walls
and dams have been constructed at four of these
Alpine lakes. This increased the holding capacity
of the lakes from 5.4 to a total of 17.2 million m3.
The storage lakes are connected by tunnels, pipes
and regulating systems to form a hydraulic
system. The stored water is processed with three
machine units with Pelton turbines with a total
output of 67,500 kW and a fall of 1,772.5 m at
Kolbnitz power station. Up until recently, this fall
was the highest in the world. 

Technische Daten:

Reservoirs and dams

Reservoir Grosser Mühldorfer Kleiner Mühldorfer Hochalmsee Radlsee
See See

Reservoir type Annual storage Annual storage Annual storage Annual storage

Max. operating level 2,319.0 m 2,379.0 m 2,379.0 m 2,399.0 m

Min. operating level 2,255.0 m 2,335.0 m 2,330.0 m 2,354.0 m

Live storage 7.8 Mio. m3 2.8 Mio m3 4.1 Mio. m3 2.5 Mio m3

Dam Grosser Mühl- Kleiner Mühl- Hochalmsee Radlsee Dam
dorfer See Dam dorfer See Dam Dam

Dam typ Gravity dam Gravity dam Gravity dam and Rockfill dam with
rockfill dam with concrete core
concrete core

Dam height 46.5 m 41.0 m 24.5 m / 8.75 m 16.2 m

Crest resp. dam length 433.0 m 159.0 m 237.0 / 120.0 m 212.0 m

Crest resp. dam width 2.8 m 2.8 m 2.8 / 2.25 m 3.2 / 2.5 m

Max. base width 31.0 m 27.0 m 16.5 / 17.0 m 38.0 m

Concrete resp. dam volume 152,900 m3 60,400 m3 28,900 m3/4,360 m3 20,300 m3

M.a.s.l.0 5 10m

2,399.75

Additional
embankment

Riprap

2,400.50

2,390.80

Max. operating level
2,399.00

2,389.40
Inspection shaft

1:1.25 1:1.65

Core concrete

Radlsee, cross-section through the rockfill dam

Grosser Mühldorfer See

Radlsee
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Hattelberg pump station
Hattelberg pump station, which is located 1,113
meters above sea level on the Reisseck side, 
serves as the hydraulic link between the Reisseck
annual and daily storage plants. Three, eight-
stage, high-pressure storage pump units pump
water from the Reisseck daily storage power
plant up to the storage lakes. The difference in
altitude is approx. 1,200 meters.

Technical data:

Machines

Turbines

Number 3

Type Pelton turbine, single-jet

Position of shaft horizontal

Nennleistung 22,800 kW

Nominal flow 1.47 m3/s

Nominal speed 750 rpm

Runner dia. 2.54 m

Generators

Number 3

Rated power 2 x 25,000 kVA
1 x 28,000 kVA

Rated voltage 10.5 kV

Storage pumps

Anzahl 3

Type radial, single-flow, 1-stage

Position of shaft horizontal

Nominal output 6,200 kW

Flow 0.45 m3/s

Nominal speed 1,500 rpm

Motors

Number 3

Type asynchronous motor

Rated power 6,200 kW

Rated voltage 10.5 kV

M.a.s.l.

Nozzle

619.64

626.30

12.5 t

70 t

607.63

601.80

600.65

Machine hall

Valve hall

Turbine axis

Pelton turbine

Generator

Tail water turbine outlet

Spherical valve

Penstock

Needle valve

0 1 2 3 4 5m

Kolbnitz power house, cross-section through a turbine at the Reisseck reservoir 

Kolbnitz power station, machine hallHattelberg pump station
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Reisseck daily storage power plant

The waters of the Rieken, Zwenberg and Mühldorf
brooks on the south side of the Reisseck massif
are harnessed 1,300 meters above sea level and
transported to the Reisseck daily storage power
plant. The waters are processed by two machine
units with Pelton turbines with a combined out-
put of 23,200 kW in Kolbnitz power station, eit-
her directly when operating run-off or with the
intermediate utilization of the Gondelwiese daily 
storage reservoir. This daily storage reservoir, 
a concrete basin with a depth of 12.5 meters, 
a max. fall of 678.5 meters and a net storage of
approx. 40,000 m3, allows power plant utilization
to be adapted in line with the demand for peak
load.

The pressure pipes of the Reisseck and Kreuzeck
daily storage reservoirs are hydraulically connected
in Kolbnitz power station by means of a connec-
ting pipe with shutoff units. Hence, depending on
the requirements, water from the Reisseck side
can be stored in the Rosswiese daily storage reser-
voir at Kreuzeck daily storage power plant or
water can be pumped from the Kreuzeck side into
the storage lakes on the Reisseck lake plateau.

Gondelwiese reservoir with the pressure pipe of Malta-main stage in the background 
Technical data:
Reservoirs and dams

Reservoir Gondelwiese

Reservoir type Daily storage

Max. operating level 1,288.5 m

Min. operating level 1,280.5 m

Live storage 0.04 Mio. m3

Dam typ Storage basin with buttress 
dam 

Dam height 12.5 m

Machines

Turbines

Number 2

Type Pelton turbine, double-jet

Position of shaft horizontal

Nominal output 20,500 resp. 8,080 kW

Nominal flow 3.75 resp. 1.52 m3/s

Nominal speed 500 resp. 750 rpm

Runner dia. 2.47 resp. 1.56 m

Generators

Number 2

Rated power 20,000 resp. 9,000 kVA

Rated voltage 10.5 kV

Turbine in Reisseck power station 
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Rosswiese daily storage reservoir 

Pelton turbine Kreuzeck

Kreuzeck daily storage power plant uses the
waters of a number of brooks in the northern
area of the Kreuzeck group. These waters are col-
lected in an extensive tunnel system and trans-
ported to the Rosswiese daily storage reservoir.
The harnessed brooks include the Teuchlbach, the
Gnoppnitzbach, the Grabach and the Niklaibach
including the tributary brooks. After a fall of
587.5 meters, the waters are processed by two
machine units with Pelton turbines with a com-
bined output of 45,000 kW at Kolbnitz power
station to generate valuable hydroelectricity.

The Niklai buffer storage plant, which has two
machine units with Francis turbines and a total
output of 1,600 kW, uses the 57 meter difference
in altitude between the brook catchments on the
Drau Valley side and the Rosswiese daily storage
reservoir.

This daily storage reservoir, which is 19.5 meters
deep and enclosed by an earth embankment with
asphalt concrete sealing on the inside, has a net
storage of 204,000 m3 and paves the way for the
adaptation of power plant utilization in line with
the demand for peak load.

Kreuzeck daily storage power plant 

Technical data:
Reservoirs and dams

Reservoir Rosswiese

Reservoir type Daily storage

Max. operating level 1,194.0 m

Min. operating level 1,180.0 m

Live storage 0.2 Mio. m3

Dam typ Storage basin with closure
earth embankment and
asphaltic surface

Dam height 19.5 m

Technical data:

Machines

Power plant Kreuzeck Niklai

Number 2 2

Type Pelton turbine, double-jet Francis turbine

Position of shaft horizontal horizontal

Nominal output 23,330 kW 1,133 resp. 504 kW

Nominal flow 4.59 m3/s 2.48 resp. 1.12 m3/s

Nominal speed 5500 rpm 750 resp. 1.000 rpm

Runner dia. 2.47 m 0.61 resp. 0.48 m

Generators

Number 2 2

Rated power 25,000 kVA 1,400 resp. 600 kVA

Rated voltage 10.5 kV 10.5 kV

Teuchelbach catchment 
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